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SALE

CODE: V001838
City: Trento
Zona: Roncafort/Canova

Address: via della canova 49

Type V 2br. apartment

Price: 215.000,00 EUR

Expences:  EUR

Delivery: Occupato Proprietario

FEATURES
Locals 3 Rooms 2 Bathrooms 1
Balconies 1 Terraces Floor 2 Rialz.
Garage 1 Car places Total Floors 3
Year 1968 Renovated Level

SQUARE METERS
Commercial 80 Floor Area Mansard

Balconies 45 Garage 18 Garden

Terrace Basement Cellar

CARD
Hot Water: Independent Furniture: Furnished

Garden: Cortile Rank: Medio

Fixtures: PVC double glazed Free Sides: 3

Orientation: North West South View: Open View

Floors Bathroom: Ceramic Floors Kitchen: Ceramic

Floors Living Parquet Floors Bedrooms: Ceramic

Blind: PVC Blinds Heating: Central

Doors: Good Property Good

Kitchen: View Kitchen Heating Type: Radiators

Type living: Living room

ACCESSORIES
Alarm, Air Conditioning, Double Glazing, Armored door, Electric shutters,
Closet

DESCRIPTION
Small building, a few condo fees, tranquility, these are some of the most
sought after features, when you decide to buy a new home. These and
others are the qualities that can be found in this apartment. It is located on

ENERGETIC CLASS
In Evaluation Phase
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DESCRIPTION
the first floor of a small building of  total nine apartments,  few common
parts and without elevator,  mean that service charges are absolutely
negligible. The building is in an absolutely quiet location, it is located in via
Canova, a side road that ends near the house and then flows into the open
country. The building dates back to the late 60's is in excellent condition,
thanks ia constant maintenance work carried out by the owners, is
rectangular in shape and is surrounded by a common courtyard where are
housed some parking spaces. On the ground floor we find the garage, one
for each unit, the relevance of the apartment is located on the north side
near the access road and then with convenient access. The dimensions
are good and you can park a car with generous dimensions, leaving more
space for some shelves and / or other; being at street level garage enjoys
natural light and is suitable even for those who need a little space for
hobby or for small jobs.
Climbing the stairs to the first floor there is the apartment on the right side,
entering you will come across quite a modern setting, a corridor lit by the
ceiling spotlights leads inside the house, on the right side a wardrobe
cupboard built-in the wall and the door of the single bedroom, currently
used by the owners as a sudio and a cloakroom. On the same side we find
the master bedroom and the bathroom, where in a local very rational, there
are in addition to traditional bathroom fixtures there are tub and shower.
Continuing down the hall it expands on the left side where is the living
area, currently one room, where the front we find a large sofa , the TV and
in the south side the corner kitchen, the table and the door window
leading to the balcony that It is overlooking the common courtyard and
countryside. Complete the apartment  a last room, between the hallway
and the living area there is utility room long and narrow but very large in
reality.
The conditions of the house are great, the apartment was in fact the
subject of a recent restoration works, where in addition to a redistribution
of the interior than the original, have been redone the floors the windows
and doors installations and installed air-conditioning and the 'alarm. On
request, inclusive in the price are left the kitchen block and some
furnishings.


